Are both origin AND destination state or host nation “green”?  
myPers article 46583

Does travel meet criteria for exemption or exception?  
myPers article 46583

Exemption: SecDEF, 22 May 2020, Exemption K “Travel by civilian employees complying with overseas tour rotation agreement requirements.”

Exception to Policy (ETP):
1) OCONUS Priority 9 Memo, 1 Jul 2020, “Civilian employees projected to PCS…for OCONUS vacancies are mission-essential functions and authorized to proceed as an exception to policy, contingent on both gaining and losing command coordination and, if applicable, availability of centralized or local PCS funds.”
2) Hardship, CONUS Mission Essential, Humanitarian reason(s)

Are both gaining AND losing installations “green”?*  
myPers article 46583

Meets criteria for conditions-based travel with restrictions**
Non-AF employees: Gaining Commander (w/ G-Series Orders)  
Current AF employees: Losing Commander (w/ G-Series Orders) may authorize travel “through” locations not cleared for travel get to the gaining location

Meets criteria for exemption or exception travel** employee may proceed

Are travel “through” locations green?  

YES

NO

Meets criteria for conditions-based travel with restrictions**

- If SecDEF Exemption K, employee meets criteria to travel and may proceed **  
- If Priority 9 memo, seek gaining/losing commander (w/ G-Series Orders) coordination.  
- If Hardship, CONUS Mission Essential, Humanitarian reason(s), seek ETP memo

Travel not authorized

- If Priority 9 memo, has gaining/losing commander coordinate and approved?
- If Hardship, CONUS Mission Essential, or Humanitarian reason(s), is ETP approved?

YES

NO

* When information on local assessments is available, it will be located at same link as the green state/nation listing. If an origin or destination location is not assessed locally (e.g., due to size or an embassy/detachment more than 50 miles away from a DoD installation), apply the “green” DoD state or host nation assessment.

** If a location is reclassified with additional restrictions while an employee is enroute to that location, the gaining commander (w/ G-Series Orders) will review the situation and is authorized to permit continued movement.